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Abstract

Objective – To investigate time differences in recording observations and an Early Warning Score (EWS) using a traditional paper chart and a novel e-Obs system, in clinical practice.

Methods – Researchers observed the process of recording observations and EWS across three wards in two university teaching hospitals immediately before and after the introduction of the e-Obs system. The process of recording observations included both measurement and documentation of vital signs. Interruptions were timed and subtracted from the measured process duration. Multilevel modelling was used to compensate for potential confounding factors.

Results – 577 nurse events were observed (281 Paper, 296 e-Obs). The geometric mean time to take a complete set of vital signs was 215s (95% CI: 177s-262s) on paper, and 150s (95% CI: 130s-172s) electronically. The treatment effect ratio was 0.70 (95% CI: 0.57-0.85, p<0.001). The treatment effect ratio in ward 1 was 0.37 (95% CI: 0.26-0.53), in ward 2 was 0.98 (95% CI: 0.70-1.38), and in ward 3 was 0.93 (95% CI: 0.66-1.33). The treatment effect ratios on wards 2 (p=0.91) and 3 (p=0.70) were not significant.

Discussion – Introduction of an e-Obs system was associated with a statistically significant reduction in overall time to measure and document vital signs electronically, in comparison to paper documentation. The reductions in time varied between wards and were of clinical significance on only one of three wards studied.

Conclusion – Our results suggest that the introduction of an e-Obs system may lower nursing workload in addition to increasing documentation quality.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Safe care of inpatients requires clinicians to regularly measure and document individuals’ vital signs. In many hospitals, vital signs are documented on paper charts and interpreted with the aid of Early Warning Score (EWS) systems. Calculation of an EWS involves assigning an integer score to each vital sign and then aggregating the scores. The total score reflects the degree of physiological abnormality. It is used to determine whether care needs to be escalated and the frequency of subsequent observations.

Paper charts have multiple shortcomings. Errors in EWS calculation, omission of key data, and illegible handwriting contribute to the misinterpretation of paper notes.[1,2] Computerised systems for recording vital sign observations and calculating an EWS, e-Obs systems, have previously been identified as a more effective way of identifying patients at risk of clinical deterioration.[3] The introduction of healthcare IT systems has historically been met with mixed success.[4,5] A key factor in determining end-user acceptance is the effect on workload.[6]

Evidence regarding whether e-Obs systems decrease nursing workload is mixed. In a classroom environment, Prytherch et al. demonstrated a 1.6-times reduction in the time to document vital signs and compute an EWS in comparison to pen-and-paper.[7] By contrast, Yeung et al. observed the practices of 24 nurses within a clinical setting, finding an increase in time for documenting observations electronically rather than using pen-and-paper.[8]

The effect of implementing an electronic observation and EWS system on the time taken to complete the task in clinical practice has not been studied. Oxford University Hospitals (OUH) NHS Trust planned to replace a paper chart-based EWS system with the SEND e-Obs system in a phased roll out.[9] This created the opportunity to establish the effect of the
introduction of an e-Obs system on the time taken to record vital signs observations across three wards in two university teaching hospitals.

**METHODS**

We conducted a before-and-after observational study between November 2014 and December 2015 on three medical in-patient wards, in two university teaching hospitals that form part of the OUH NHS Foundation Trust. We used time-motion methods to measure the time to take and document patients’ vital signs.

The study was approved as a service evaluation for OUH Foundation Trust (Datix :3196).

**Aim**

The primary objective of this study was to determine whether the introduction of an e-Obs system alters the time required to record a complete set of vital sign observations.

**Pre-Intervention**

Prior to the intervention, patients’ vital signs data were recorded onto the existing paper observation chart.[10] The vital signs recorded on the chart were: Heart Rate (HR), Respiratory Rate (RR), Blood Pressure (BP), Temperature (Temp), Oxygen Saturations (SpO2), Oxygen Therapy, and Consciousness via the Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) or AVPU score. The chart was routinely kept in the patient’s nursing folder, alongside other care plans and charts. Nursing folders of all patients on the ward were located at the nursing stations, rather than at the bedside, on all observed wards.
**Intervention**

The paper chart was replaced with an e-Obs system, SEND, a description of which has previously been published.[9] In brief, the SEND application is accessed using a tablet mounted on a roll-stand alongside the vital signs monitor. Patients are identified by scanning a barcode on their ID wristband. Vital sign data are manually entered using the tablet’s touchscreen. The vital signs are graphically charted as they are entered, allowing easy comparison with previously entered data. Upon completion, all data are transmitted immediately to a central server, and the system provides clinical advice based on the automatically calculated EWS.

**Data Collection Procedures**

Two clinically-trained observers watched nurses on the study wards before and after the intervention. We collected ward-level data, including staff levels, staff seniority, and ward specialty at the start of the study, and monitored for any changes throughout the study period. Staff seniority was categorised as: ‘Care Support Workers and Student Nurses’, ‘Nurses’ (NHS Band 5) and ‘Senior Nurses’ (NHS Band 6 and above).

Nurses undertaking observation sets were observed Monday to Friday between 9a.m. – 5p.m. Nurses were aware that they were being observed and had the opportunity to refuse consent to being observed prior to each observation.

On each ward observations were conducted over two five-week periods, one before and one after the implementation of SEND. The pre-implementation period occurred 16 to 9 weeks prior to implementation of the e-Obs system. The post-implementation period took place 4 to 8 weeks thereafter. The pre- and post-implementation periods were separated by
8 to 12 weeks. We chose this separation to allow for the training and bedding-in effects of the intervention while minimising the risks of confounder variables such as changes in staff population.

Our decision to measure the time of nursing tasks follows the precedent of previous studies. We divided the observation recording process into two sub-tasks: View Chart and Take Vital Signs. View Chart was defined as the task of locating the chart and “opening” the chart ready to record vital signs. Take Vital Signs was defined as the task of measuring and documenting vital signs. We defined actions that marked the start and end of the tasks as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Times</th>
<th>Control (paper chart)</th>
<th>Intervention (SEND e-Obs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View Chart</td>
<td>Start (i)</td>
<td>Nurse arrives at the notes source (e.g. at the nursing station)</td>
<td>No equivalent (notes stored in database)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finish (i)</td>
<td>Nurse has finished collecting all the sets of notes required for the observation and has all sets of notes in hand</td>
<td>No equivalent (notes stored in database)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Start (ii)</td>
<td>Nurse is at the patient’s bedside and touches the notes to open them</td>
<td>Nurse scans the patient’s wristband identifier to access their SEND record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finish (ii)</td>
<td>Vital sign chart is open at the bedside</td>
<td>Vital sign chart is visible to nurse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Take Vital Signs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start</th>
<th>Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First piece of vital sign monitoring equipment is attached to patient</td>
<td>Nurse completes the final piece of documentation on the paper vital sign chart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Definitions of task time points in the pre-intervention and intervention groups. The View Chart task consists of two mutually exclusive time periods. These relate to (i) locating the nursing notes within a ward (ii) locating the observation chart within the nursing notes.

Tasks may be interrupted due to competing events that require attention from the observed nurse. We defined an *Interruption* as anything that caused an on-going task to be halted. All *Interruptions* were timed and classified (see supplementary material for further details).

All data were recorded electronically in real-time on tablet devices using bespoke software developed for the study. The software contained timers for each task and for *Interruptions* that allowed concurrent tasks and *Interruptions* to be accurately recorded. The software also had rules to ensure logical consistency such as preventing the start of an *Interruption* when no other task was in progress.

**Observer Training**

We used high fidelity simulation to train the study observers prior to data collection. Testing scenarios included a mix of paper-based and SEND-based vital sign recording as well as a variety of *Interruptions*. In each scenario, the observers were asked to record study data using the data collection software. The two additional independent, who took no further part in the study, concurrently recording study data, also using the data collection software.
Inter-observer variability was assessed by calculating the range of times for each task, for each scenario. A high value for the range, with respect to the mean task time, would indicate uncertainty in when tasks should be started or stopped, or problems with the data capture software. Unconscious bias was assessed by ranking the observers (fastest to slowest) for each task within each scenario. Consistently high or low rankings indicated an unconscious propensity to be faster or slower than the true time.

In the event of high inter-observer variability or evidence of unconscious bias we planned to retrain observers and repeat the scenarios. The results and analysis of the scenarios are available as online supplementary material.

**Analysis of Outcome Measures**

**Outcomes**

The primary outcome was the difference in *Task Completion Time*: the time to take a set of vital sign observations and compute an early warning score. This was calculated as the sum of times required to complete View Chart and Take Vital Signs, excluding the duration of any concurrent tasks and Interruptions.

The secondary outcome measures were the differences in times to complete the View Chart and Take Vital Signs sub-tasks pre- and post-intervention. Ward level analysis was undertaken post-hoc.
Outcome Analysis

We limited analysis a priori to observations where all of the vital signs were documented and an EWS score was calculated.

We assessed time differences using a linear mixed effects model. The first level of the model was a fixed-slope random intercept linear regression to take into account the clustering of multiple observations by the same nurse. The number of Interruptions and nurse seniority were identified as potential confounders and included as covariates in the model.

The second level of the model used a random slope and random intercept to account for differences between wards. Non-normal distribution data were log-transformed prior to analysis. We assessed the validity of the transformation by checking the normality of the model residual distributions (available as supplementary material). The back-transformation of logarithmic values means that all times and confidence intervals are presented as geometric means. The effect size is then calculated as the ratio of geometric means pre- and post-intervention.

Statistical analysis was performed using SAS software, version 9.4.[14]

RESULTS

606 sets of vital sign recordings were observed during the study period. We excluded 29 incomplete observation sets from analysis. Of the 29, 6 were missing one vital sign, 3 were missing multiple vital signs, and 20 were missing EWS scores for at least one vital sign. We analysed 281/297 (94.6%) paper observations and 296/309 (95.8%) e-Obs. 153 to 280 observations were taken per ward across both periods (Table 2). The majority of staff observed were Band 5 nurses. Full details are shown in Table 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ward</th>
<th>Ward 1</th>
<th>Ward 2</th>
<th>Ward 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td>Medicine: Infectious Diseases</td>
<td>Medicine: Haematology</td>
<td>Medicine: Acute General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nursing staff trained to record vital signs</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study phase</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Nurses observed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses observed</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Support Workers and Student Nurses observed</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14 (44%)</td>
<td>16 (50%)</td>
<td>25 (76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Observations</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Observations</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Ward-level data for the three study wards.*

The geometric mean Task Completion Time was lower using e-Obs 150s (95% CI: 130s-172s) than when charting on paper 215s (95% CI: 177s-262s). The overall treatment effect ratio was 0.70 (95% CI: 0.57-0.85, p<0.001) (Table 3), equivalent to a 30% reduction in time for the e-Obs system compared to the paper system.

At an individual ward level, the treatment effect ratio was 0.37 (95% CI: 0.26-0.53, p<0.001) in Ward 1, equivalent to a 63% reduction in time. In Ward 2, the treatment effect ratio was 0.98 (95% CI: 0.70-1.38, p=0.91), equivalent to a 2% reduction in time. This corresponded to
a Task Completion Time of 204s (95% CI: 146s-285s) pre-intervention and 200s (95% CI: 159s-253s) post-intervention. In Ward 3 the treatment effect ratio was 0.93 (95% CI: 0.66-1.33, p=0.70), equivalent to a 7% reduction in time. This corresponded to a Task Completion Time of 153s (95% CI: 109s-216s) pre-intervention and 143s (95% CI: 112s-183s) post-intervention. The treatment effect ratios on Wards 2 and 3 were not significant (Ward 2: 0.98, 95% CI: 0.70s-1.38s, p=0.91; ward 3: 0.93, 95% CI: 0.66s-1.33s, p=0.70).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Paper: Geo Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>e-Obs: Geo Mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>Geometric Mean Ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ward 1</td>
<td>319s (225s, 451s)</td>
<td>117s (92s, 150s)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.26, 0.53)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 2</td>
<td>204s (146s, 285s)</td>
<td>200s (159s, 253s)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.70, 1.38)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 3</td>
<td>153s (109s, 216s)</td>
<td>143s (112s, 183s)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.66, 1.33)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>215s (177s, 262s)</td>
<td>150s (130s, 172s)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.57, 0.85)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3: Model outputs for a random offset multi-level linear regression model in which Level 1 = nurse, level 2 = ward. A geometric mean ratio <1 implies that the time for observations using e-Obs is less than on paper. The model accounts for correlation between multiple observations of the same nurse.*

Of the two sub-tasks, View Chart and Take Vital Signs, we observed the greatest time savings in the latter. The geometric mean (95% CI) time to complete the View Chart task was 18s (13s-27s) before the intervention and 13s (10s-17s) after the introduction of SEND (treatment effect ratio 0.36, p=0.052). The geometric mean (95% CI) time to complete the Take Vital Signs task was 194s (156s-241s) on paper and 140s (120s-164s) using the e-Obs system (treatment effect ratio 0.72, p=0.005).
DISCUSSION

Our study, conducted in a real-world environment, demonstrates that documentation of vital signs using a well-designed e-Obs system can be faster than paper charting. We observed a statistically significant reduction in Task Completion Time in the studied sample. The reduction remained significant, even after accounting for variation in ward, individual nursing behaviour, nursing seniority, and number of Interruptions.

Sub-group analysis by ward highlighted that the size of the time saving may vary considerably between individual wards. We observed a clinically significant reduction in geometric mean Task Completion Time on Ward 1 from 345s to 114s, whereas time savings on Wards 2 and 3 were smaller and less clinically relevant (Table 3).

Introduction of an e-Obs system was also associated with a reduced variability in the time taken to record vital signs. It seems likely that the system was driving a standardisation in the process of recording and documenting vital signs. Process standardisation is recognised to be associated with improved quality of care.[15]

The main time saving occurred in the “take vital signs” sub-task. This occurred despite the SEND system including a timer to encourage clinical staff to count respiratory rate over a full sixty seconds. Respiratory rate is known to be a particularly important indicator of adverse clinical events,[16] and longer measurement periods have been associated with increased data accuracy.[17]

The success of time-motion methods depends on how the observed tasks are defined.[18] In this case, we attempted to only measure the direct effect of e-Obs observation chart recall and vital sign data entry and EWS calculation. In doing so, we may have under-estimated the
true overall time-saving of e-Obs. For instance, the SEND e-Obs system may reduce the amount of travel required to take observations by ensuring that the equipment and documentation devices are always in the same location. We chose not to include this measure, as the outcome would be highly dependent on local ward organisation, rather than the introduction of e-Obs.

Increased efficiency is not the only benefit of an e-Obs system. SEND incorporates a number of features designed to reduce error. In common with other e-Obs systems, SEND automatically calculates EWS scores, thereby eliminating EWS calculation errors. Such errors may delay timely identification of patients at risk of deterioration. Furthermore, the system identified patients using barcodes on their identification wristbands. Patient identification via barcodes has been associated with error reductions in other clinical settings, including drug prescribing and blood transfusion.

**Limitations**

The sampling of vital signs recording sessions across the three wards was uneven. We chose to observe for a fixed period before and after intervention to minimise confounding from time-dependent covariates. However, variation in practice between wards led to over-sampling in ward 2 and under-sampling in ward 1 and 3. As the largest time savings occurred where the fewest samples were taken (Ward 1), the likely effect of our sampling differences is to underestimate the effects on Task Completion Time.

During observation sessions, we aimed to observe all observations taken. In order to be present at the bedside we could only study vital signs recording when the ward nurse agreed to being observed. We did not observe observation recording practice outside weekday working hours. The choice of 9am-5pm weekdays to undertake the study was
pragmatic, given researcher availability and the need to minimise the impact of the study on the wards. It is theoretically possible that observation recording is systematically biased according to time of day although this does not seem likely.

Measurement of the primary outcome measure could have been affected by the fact that participants were aware that they were being observed. Being under scrutiny can stimulate an improvement in performance, the Hawthorne effect.[23] Another potential source of bias in time-motion studies comes from the demand effect, in which participants aim to please the study investigators. However, participants were not aware of the study objectives at the time of consent.

Before-and-after studies are limited in their ability to account for temporal variations in confounding variables. The lack of a control cohort, in which the intervention is never received, hampers the modelling of confounding effects.[24] Due to the practicalities of rolling out e-Obs to the hospitals, alternative study methodologies were not possible. We limited the effect of temporal variations in confounding variables by observing nurses over a relatively short period close to the time of the intervention. We did not observe any external changes that could have plausibly affected the efficiency of vital sign recording.

**Relevance to other work**

Three studies have compared electronic with paper vital signs entry. Vital sign recording took longer in a hospital recording vital signs into an electronic patient record in comparison to two hospitals that recorded vital signs on paper.[8] In contrast, two studies suggest that vital sign entry using electronic devices at the bedside is more time efficient than using paper.[25,26] None of these studies reported calculation of an EWS.

Two previous studies have used selected observation sets to assess the effect of an e-Obs
system (VitalPAC™; System C) on the time to record vital signs and calculate an early
warning score. Time savings were seen in comparison to paper in a classroom-based
study.[7] All the fictitious vital signs sets used in this study scored >0 on the EWS system.
This contrasts with the clinical environment, where the majority of vital sign score zero.[27]
Consequently, the time to calculate the EWS manually may have been higher than in our
study. Mohammed et al. found marginal improvements for nurses inputting ten vignettes
with the e-Obs system after initial training. However, inputting the same ten vignettes was
on average over ten seconds quicker than paper after the nurses had used the e-Obs system
for four weeks in clinical practice.[28] This improvement is similar to the smallest median
ward change found in our study.

Our study adds to previous findings by observing the use of an e-Obs system in clinical
practice, with real patients. The study sample size was much larger than previous
comparable work in this area.

CONCLUSIONS

In our three-ward study e-Obs was associated with a statistically significant reduction in the
overall time to record vital sign observations and calculate an EWS, when compared with
paper. In subgroup analysis, the time saved varied by ward. These variations may be due to
differences in ward practice and require further investigation.

The results of this study, taken in conjunction with previous work, supports the assertion
that a well-designed system can save significant amounts of time in clinical practice. These
time-savings, in addition to the data quality benefits of electronic systems, present a
convincing case for the adoption of e-Obs systems as part of routine inpatient care.
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